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Abstract   
 

This investigation addresses the effect provided by industrial surface finishes on the tribocorrosion properties of 

316L stainless steel exposed to NaCl solution. Three distinct surface treatments were evaluated: passivation 

(SSO), electropolishing-passivation (SSEP) and micro-undulation (SSM mechano-chemical + electropolishing + 

passivation). For the tribocorrosion tests, a potentiostatic approach was considered in order to highlight the alloy 

behavior under two opposite situations, where repassivation of the surface would be thermodynamically possible 

or not (anodic or cathodic polarization, respectively). The outcomes demonstrated that the surface treatments were 

either harmful (SSEP) or beneficial (SSM) in terms of resulting tribocorrosion resistance. The specific topography 

of the micro-undulated sample decreased the real contact area and improved the surface lubrication in aqueous 

medium. SSEP presented the highest chemical wear and several factors seemed to have contributed for it, 

including the chemical, mechanical and structural properties of the passive film. Regardless the surface treatment, 

the tribocorrosion response was modified by the applied potential and more severe damage was determined under 

anodic polarization. At this potential, calculations of the total surface degradation suggested that volume loss was 

mainly dominated by chemical wear. 

 

 

 

Keywords: stainless steel; sliding wear; corrosion-wear; surface topography; electropolishing; surface finishing 
treatments.  
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1 Introduction  
 

Stainless steels are well known for their high corrosion resistance credited to the formation of a rich 

chromium oxide layer on the surface (passive layer), and therefore, frequently represent an appropriate material 

alternative for applications in corrosive environments. Moreover, stainless steel parts are often submitted to the 

combination of corrosion and wear in several industry sectors such as pharmaceutical, food processing, 

biomedical, power generation, etc. 

The degradation of stainless steels is related to the deterioration and breakdown of the passive layer, 

either by mechanical damage (e.g. wear), corrosion action (e.g. pitting) or the combination of both 

(e.g. tribocorrosion). The so-called tribocorrosion process involves material degradation induced by the 

simultaneous action of corrosion and wear. Although the process substantially impacts the material surface, the 

mechanical properties at the subsurface could also be affected due to hydrogen evolution and absorption 

phenomena [1]. Both processes contributing to tribocorrosion are coupled, as corrosion may modify the friction 

conditions (e.g. due to corrosion products on the contact surface), while friction and wear can render the material 

sensitivity to corrosion (e.g. removal of the passive layer by wear). The basic mechanism of the tribocorrosion 

response of passive alloys consists in the disruption of the passive layer by wear action, which produces an active 

area, causing metal oxidation and dissolution until repassivation eventually occurs. In real life applications, these 

actions often occur periodically, producing repeated depassivation-repassivation steps that lead to a synergy 

between mechanical stresses and environmental effects, thus resulting in premature damage due to accelerated 

loss of functionality [1,2]. The tribocorrosion behavior of passive materials in general, and of stainless steels in 

particular, has been largely studied during the last decades, with particular attention paid to the interaction and 

synergism of wear and corrosion. These phenomena are so diverse and complex that they were not yet fully 

elucidated to date [3–7]. 

Several factors interfere in the corrosion, wear and tribocorrosion response of stainless steels. Among 

them, the nature of the passive film (structure and chemical composition [8–13]) and the surface topography 

(roughness and real surface area [7,12,14,15]) play a significant role. These two factors could be modified by 

surface finishing treatments, which are mainly applied to improve the characteristics of the passive layers and the 

surface roughness according to target purposes [12,16,17].   

Considering industrial applications, stainless steel surfaces are typically treated to improve their corrosion 

resistance by pickling and/or passivation (chemical treatments) or by electropolishing (electrochemical process). 

Pickling and passivation have a lower cost than electropolishing and are based on the dissolution of low corrosion 

resistant phases/impurities by controlled acidic attack, thus increasing the overall anti-corrosion properties [18–

20]. By comparison, electropolishing is applied, not only to enhance the corrosion resistance, but also to reduce 

surface roughness. Electropolishing prompts preferential dissolution reactions in an electrolyte upon the 
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application of anodic currents, producing a uniform Cr-rich passive layer, the dissolution of the strained layer and 

a lower roughness with a brilliant surface [21,22]. This more expensive alternative is claimed as cost effective 

over time [23]. 

Moreover, mechanical resistance and fatigue life of stainless steels could be improved by surface 

finishing treatments such as severe plastic deformation (SPD) processes (e.g. shot peening, surface mechanical 

attrition (SMAT)). The principle of these treatments consists in a shot stream blasted against the metallic surface 

[24], inducing heavy straining of the surface under high pressure and microstructural modifications, which could 

enhance the physical, mechanical and chemical properties [25,26].  

The effect of the surface finishing treatments on the corrosion resistance of stainless steels has been 

investigated for years [12,27–30]. However, from a tribocorrosion point of view, considerable less literature is 

available [31]. Nonetheless, it is well known that under tribocorrosion solicitations the surface properties affect 

both wear and electrochemical responses, notably the friction coefficient and the surface reactivity [2]. Likewise, 

the chemistry of the passive layers modifies the wear-corrosion response, eventually leading to the arise of 

galvanic coupling [5]. Moreover, surface hardness modifications also alter the tribocorrosion behavior. Literature 

models [3,4] propose that the anodic current varies inversely proportional to the material hardness. Sun and 

Bailey work [32] clearly showed an evidence of this behavior as the stainless steel surface treated by SMAT 

(inducing a higher hardness) presented less mechanical and chemical wear.  

With this background in mind, this study is a first effort to address the wear and tribocorrosion properties 

of 316L stainless steel (316LSS) surfaces presenting three industrial surface finishes, namely: passivation, 

electropolishing-passivation and micro-undulation (mechano-chemical + electropolishing + passivation). The 

micro-undulation technology [33] is claimed to produce superior tribocorrosion behavior, particularly in systems 

susceptible to wear-corrosion solicitations. The tribocorrosion studies here presented were a necessary step, after a 

preliminary electrochemical/mechanical investigation, for demonstrating the difference among the substrates, in 

terms of their surface, mechanical and corrosion properties [34]. The results here obtained show that the industrial 

surface treatments indeed modified the tribocorrosion response of 316L in NaCl media, producing either 

detrimental (when electropolishing is applied) or positive (in case of micro-undulation) effects. 

 
2 Materials and methodology 

 
2.1 Materials 

The investigated materials were 316L stainless steel plates (Aperam, France) subjected to three distinct 

industrial surface treatments (Packo Inox nv, Belgium). The employed nomenclature and the processes implicated 

in the three surfaces treatments are described below. The same materials and corresponding nomenclature were 

employed in a previous investigation of some of the authors prior to this one [34].   

- SSO: chemical passivation (the reference surface).  
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- SSEP: electropolishing followed by passivation. The electropolishing process was performed at 65°C; and 

applied current densities varied between 20 and 40 A/dm².  

- SSM: micro-undulation followed by electropolishing and passivation. The micro-undulation treatment 

(mechanochemical procedure) comprises a severe plastic deformation process (e.g. shot peening or 

SMAT) combined with acidic etching. This last step produces a micro-roughness topography, which is 

locally decreased in a controlled way by electropolishing. 

The initial surface state of all plates was 2B surface finish (cold rolling, annealing, pickling and light skin 

cold rolling) [35,36]. As previously mentioned, the three surfaces were passivated as a last step before final water 

rinsing, using an acid solution including nitric acid. This step is intended to produce surfaces with even higher 

corrosion resistance. It is worth mentioning that the authors do not dispose of further technical information about 

the treatments due to the industrial confidentiality agreements.  

The bulk composition of the 316L specimens is very similar, regardless of the surface treatment. The average 

composition in wt% is: Cr 17.3, Ni 10.1, Mo 2.2, Cu 0.5, Mn 0.3, Si 0.2, C 0.02-0.03, Fe balance [34]. 

Nonetheless, the passive layers of SSEP and SSM samples presented chromium enrichment. The thicknesses of 

the passive films are about 4 nm for the three types of surface [34].  

The specimen microstructures presented variations depending on the applied surface treatment [34]. It 

was reported [34] that SSO exhibited a grain-like microstructure typically observed in 2B surface finishing. 

Meanwhile the SSEP samples showed a grain-like microstructure presenting twinned grains, characteristic of 

austenitic stainless steels. However, in the case of the SSM sample, a grain-like microstructure with an important 

degree of twinning was determined, which is usually observed in surfaces treated by shot peening or SMAT.  

Mechanical properties (elastic modulus and hardness) were determined in a preliminary work [34]. As 

expected, the elastic modulus was constant regardless the surface treatment (approximately 195 GPa). 

Nevertheless, hardness was increased due to the micro-undulation process, reaching 3.6 GPa (representing about 

71% of increase with respect to SSO and SSEP).  

Surface morphology parameters (roughness and waviness), are reported elsewhere [34] revealed an 

effective decrease in roughness after electropolishing and a significative increase in this as induced by micro-

undulation treatment (e.g. Rt equals to 2.4, 1.1 and 6.6 µm for SSO, SSEP and SSM, respectively). 

 

2.2 Wear and tribocorrosion tests  

2.2.1 Wear tests (dry)  

The wear tests were performed in a pin-on-disc tribometer TRIBOtester (Tribotechnic, France) using an 

alumina ball of 10 mm diameter (grade 25, ISO 3290) as counterpart. The tests were carried out at two normal 

loads of 1 and 5 N, respectively corresponding to the approximate maximum contact pressures of 548 and 937 

MPa. The sliding distance was 10 m (equivalent to ~800 cycles) for a sliding rate of 12.6 mm/s (60 rpm) and a 
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wear track radius of 2 mm. The contact interval time was 1000 ms. All tests were performed at room temperature 

(22 °C) and triplicated for reproducibility.  

2.2.2 Tribocorrosion tests  

Corrosion measurements were performed using a typical three electrode configuration: 316LSS as 

working electrode (WE) (exposed area of 1.76 cm2 properly isolated), an Ag/AgCl/KClsat as reference electrode 

(RE) and a Pt-wire auxiliary electrode. The electrolyte used was aqueous 0.5 M NaCl and the working solution 

volume was maintained constant (35 ml) for all experiments. The corrosion measurements were done using a 

potentiostat/galvanostat Solartron 1287 (Ametek, USA). The tribocorrosion tests were performed using an 

original home-made cell conceived for this study and fabricated by 3D printing (details are given in the 

supplementary material), which improved tests reproducibility regarding the mounting conditions of the three 

electrodes configuration.  

The tests were carried out under potentiostatic control at cathodic and anodic potentials selected from 

previously studied potentiodynamic polarization curves [34]. The corresponding cathodic and anodic potentials 

were: Ecat = - 400 mV and Epass = +200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl/KClsat. The anodic potential chosen (Epass) corresponds to 

well-defined passivity ranges observed for all surfaces. This potentiostatic approach was selected to evaluate the 

tribocorrosion behavior of the 316L samples in two clearly distinct situations, in which passive layers could be - 

or not - spontaneously formed on the surfaces. The tribocorrosion testing under cathodic potential could be 

considered as a “pure wear” experiment if the following conditions are satisfied: (1) the applied Ecat is low enough 

for the working electrode to be under cathodic protection (absence of corrosion); (2) the oxygen reduction 

reaction is the main cathodic process at Ecat (water reduction reaction and associated hydrogen evolution could 

lead to hydrogen embrittlement [37]). 

Wear measurements during tribocorrosion tests were conducted under the same conditions described 

above for dry wear testing. During the tribocorrosion tests, the current (I) and the coefficient of friction (COF) 

were recorded simultaneously.   

2.2.3 Wear tracks characterization  

The post-mortem characterization of wear tracks was performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

(Hitachi S-520, Japan), SEM coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) (JEOL JSM-7800F LV, 

Japan) and optical profilometry (Veeco NT-9300, USA). The alumina balls counterparts were characterized by 

optical profilometry after tribocorrosion tests.  

The wear track volumes were estimated from optical profilometry measurements done at eight uniformly 

distributed locations along the wear track circumferences. These profiles were taken perpendicularly to the sliding 

track. Then, the cross-section areas A of the wear tracks were calculated utilizing the software Mountains®7 
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(Digital Surf, France). Therefore, the average A is multiplied by the perimeter of the wear track circumference to 

obtain the total volume loss (Vt).   

In order to determine possible work hardening after tribocorrosion tests, such as reported in the literature 

[38,39], nanoindentation tests were carried out on the wear tracks obtained at 5 N, according to previous 

experimental settings described elsewhere [34]. 

3 Assessment of material degradation during tribocorrosion tests 
 
The total degradation of the material during tribocorrosion tests can be described by a simple mechanistic 

model (Eq. 1) [40], which considers that material deterioration results from mechanical wear and chemical wear: 

�� = �����+����� (1) 

 

where Vt is the total tribocorrosion material loss, Vmech is the material mechanically removed by wear, and Vchem is 

the material loss due to corrosion, also called chemical wear. 

The chemical wear was calculated by Faraday’s law (Eq. 2), assuming that the current flows mainly through the 

wear track during the tribocorrosion test (at anodic potential, Epass). Hence, the material loss due to corrosion at 

passive potential without the action of rubbing was considered as negligible. 

 

����� = 	
�
�� (2) 

 

where t is the sliding time, I is the average current during sliding flowing through the wear track surface, M is the 

atomic mass of the alloy given by ∑����, where Xi is the mole fraction and Mi the atomic mass of the alloy 

constituents (materials section). F is the Faraday’s constant (96485 C.mol−1), ρ is the material density 

(7.95 g.cm−3), and n is the valence of dissolution and oxidation that depends on the involved anodic reactions. 

Here it was assumed n = 2.5, supposing that active dissolution and passive oxidation occurred simultaneously 

during tribocorrosion tests [37]. 

The Vt parameter was measured by optical profilometry of the wear track as explained in the section 

2.2.3. At Epass, Vmech was obtained by the difference between Vt and Vchem. At Ecat, Vmech=Vt since damage was 

considered to occur only by mechanical wear at this potential [37].  
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4 Results   
 

4.1 Wear: pin-on-disc tests in dry conditions 

Before studying tribocorrosion, pin-on-disc tests were performed under dry conditions either using 

normal loads of 1 or 5 N. The evolution of friction coefficients is presented in Fig. 1. One representative curve is 

shown for each surface state for illustrative purpose, however all curves for each surface state presented a similar 

trend.  

 

Fig. 1 Evolution of the coefficient of friction from pin-on-disc tests on stainless steel plates presenting different surface 
treatments (SSO, SSEP, SSM), the total testing time was approximately 800 sec ≡ 800 cycles: a) 1 N and b) 5 N of normal 
load. (color online) 

The evolution of the friction coefficient (Fig. 1) showed an initial run-in period of about 200 cycles at 1 N 

and of around 20 cycles at 5 N, for all samples. After this period, especially at 1 N, the three samples presented 

fluctuations due to the complex mechanisms during the contact. The increase of the friction coefficient after the 

run-in period could be related to adhesion mechanisms. The decrease of COF as typically observed for SSM at 1 

N could indicate the brief roughing out of the sample surface. However, a further increase of COF after these 

previous stages might be correlated to both the adhesion mechanism and the generation and entrapment of new 

particles [41], such as observed for SSEP at 1 N. The steady state was reached only at 5 N, after approximately 

300 cycles, which was the result of a smoother contact surface due to the higher applied load.  

Wear mechanisms were identified by means of SEM observations of the wear tracks. Adhesive wear was 

the main interaction mechanism identified on the wear tracks regardless the surface treatment. An example of the 

wear track morphology for the SSO surface, obtained at 1 N, is presented in Fig. 2. The features observed for SSO 

were also representative for SSEP and SSM, thus indicating that the friction response was practically independent 

of the surface roughness [42]. A 3D topography image is displayed next to the SEM images (Fig. 2c). Similar 

wear mechanism, i.e. adhesive wear was observed at 5 N as well (images not provided here). A comparable 
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response was achieved by Sun [16] working under dry sliding conditions: no remarkable differences were found 

between non-treated and SMAT treated 304 stainless steel surfaces.  

 

Fig. 2 Wear track morphology analysis of SSO after pin-on-disc tests (dry) at 1 N: a) SEM image (secondary electron mode) 
of the wear track; b) zoom of the framed area in (a); c) optical profilometry showing the strong adhesion. (color online) 

The alumina counterbody surfaces presented significant material accumulation (evaluated by optical 

profilometry) without presenting measurable wear regardless the characteristics of the tested steel surfaces. This 

response is typically obtained for this kind of tribological pair (hard ceramic against soft metal in air), in which a 

strong adhesive mechanism often prevails.  

The studied tribological pair led to an extensive plastic deformation of the surface asperities and 

subsequent displacement/adhesion of the soft metal onto the alumina ball. Moreover, the affinity of such alloy 

(oxidized surfaces) to oxygen would produce more adhesion to the ceramic counterpart [43]. Furthermore, the 

local-instantaneous high temperatures at the asperities could produce thermal oxidation, i.e. the flash temperature 

could be several orders of magnitude higher than the average temperature on the contact area [44,45]. 

In general, the adhered metal is brought back to the contact during the cyclic sliding, leading to more 

deformation. Throughout this process, wear debris (third body particles) are produced due to cracking during the 

fatigue process (Fig. 2b). Some of these debris are ejected from the contact zone resulting in wear loss, while 

others are retained within the contact, being agglomerated/compacted on the surface due to adhesion forces, 

creating new harder surface layers that could favor the protection of the surface [46]. These compacted layers can 

fracture producing more wear or can undergo sintering/cold-welding between particles, leading to the 

consolidation of the layers (darker regions within the wear track in Fig. 2a) [41,47,48].  

The compacted layers observed in the wear tracks due to the adhesive mechanisms (Fig. 2a) hindered the 

estimation of the volume loss by means of optical profilometry (Fig. 2c). Hence, only the wear track widths 

obtained after testing at 1 N and 5 N are reported in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Wear track width obtained from pin-on-disc tests (dry) at 1 and 5 N rubbing against alumina ball during 800 cycles.  

  
Width (µm) 

1 N 
Width (µm) 

5 N 
SSO 260 ± 24 460 ± 79 
SSEP 206 ± 10 461 ± 52 
SSM 181 ± 23 319 ± 29 

 

The wear track width measurements indicated a significant lower wear volume for SSM at both testing 

loads. This fact could be related to the higher hardness of SSM (about 71% higher than SSO or SSEP) [34], in 

accordance with the classical Archard’s wear law [49], which indicates that the amount of wear is proportional to 

the applied load/sliding distance and inversely proportional to the material hardness. At 1 N, the wear damage of 

SSEP surface was reduced (narrower wear track) in comparison with SSO. Such a kind of response could be 

related to its low surface roughness and possible less plastic deformation, which vanished at 5 N due to a higher 

contact pressure.   

 

4.2 Tribocorrosion: pin-on-disc tests in 0.5 M NaCl solution 

The results obtained from tribocorrosion tests under potentiostatic control at Epass = +200 mV and Ecat= –

400 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl/KClsat), were evaluated to elucidate the particular behavior of SSO, SSEP and SSM surface 

finishes. Different aspects of the tribocorrosion responses, such as friction coefficient, current evolutions and 

degradation mechanisms will be addressed in the following sections. The most relevant parameters are 

summarized in Table 2. 

4.2.1 Evolution of the friction coefficient 

Friction coefficients measured during tribocorrosion tests under potentiostatic control at both studied 

potentials (Ecat and Epass) are presented in Fig. 3. One representative curve is shown for each surface state for 

illustrative purpose (all the tests exhibited a good reproducibility). 

At 1 N (Fig. 3a), the COF values were significantly modified by the applied potential for samples SSO 

and SSEP. The COF was higher at Ecat (about 0.6) with respect to the values registered at Epass (about 0.4), which 

is in accordance to different studies [37,39]. This positive shift of the COF under cathodic potential was attributed 

to surface modification, i.e. oxide layer removal, without thermodynamic conditions for repassivation. 

Nevertheless, for the SSM surface, the COF at Ecat displayed only a slight increase in comparison to Epass. 

The COF evolution of SSEP sample reached the steady state between 50 – 100 cycles, at both potentials 

and loads.  While SSO surface at 1 N, under cathodic potential and for the used sliding distance, did not show the 

stationary state, indicating a continuous production of debris as a consequence of the oxide-oxide contact, 

probably associated to the higher oxygen content at the SSO surface as previously reported [34]. Nevertheless, 

under the other testing conditions, the SSO sample presented similar characteristics to the SSEP specimen. The 

COF evolution of SSM took longer times to reach the steady state (about 300 cycles) for both applied potentials at 
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1 N and similar behavior at Ecat for 5 N load. This behavior could be probably related to the topography of this 

sample.   

It is worth mentioning that at 1 N it could be clearly observed how the surface characteristics of the 

studied samples (initial oxygen concentration, roughness and passivity) influenced the evolution of COF under 

both testing potentials.   

 

Fig. 3 Evolution of friction coefficient of 316L stainless steel presenting distinct surface treatments (SSO, SSEP, SSM) 
during tribocorrosion tests under potentiostatic control (Epass = +200 mV, Ecat = –400 mV vs. Ag/AgCl/KClsat), the total 
testing time was about 800 sec: a) Ecat at 1 N; b) Ecat at 5 N; c) Epass at 1 N; d) Epass at 5 N. (color online) 

Concerning the COF monitoring at Epass, the smaller values apparently indicated that the tribological 

contact with the alumina counterbody was facilitated when the polarization conditions allowed the repassivation 

of the surface. Similar observations were provided by Sun and Rana [37], who attributed this effect to the 

presence of the oxide film and its increasing thickness upon polarization at a passivating potential. Such 
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perception dates back to Tingle [50], who mentioned that the oxide films formed on metals could partially bear 

the applied load and provide an apparent lubrication action. This bearing effect could decrease the total shear 

strength of the tribological pair due to the reduction of the total contact area, thus decreasing the friction of the 

system.  

 

At 5 N of normal load, the friction coefficient values presented a sensible decrease in comparison to the 

ones computed at 1 N, for all samples and both potentials. Under cathodic control the steady state was reached 

only for samples SSEP and SSO. However, the observed trends at 1 N were also verified at 5 N: greater values of 

COF at Ecat than at Epass (for SSO and SSEP) and only minor differences recorded for SSM. 

The COF values from tribocorrosion testing at Ecat, which was supposed as pure wear without corrosion, 

showed lower values than under pure wear in dry conditions (Fig. 1). This outcome pointed out the lubricating 

action of the NaCl solution, despite its low viscosity [51]. The COF values for samples SSO and SSEP decreased 

by approximately 10%, from dry to wet conditions and for both loads, while the respective decrease of COF was 

greater for SSM (about 50% at 1 N and about 15% at 5 N). This sharp reduction in the friction coefficient 

observed for SSM in the presence of aqueous electrolyte could be a sign of its enhanced tribological properties, 

such as reported by the materials supplier. The lubricating action of the NaCl solution could also be inferred by 

comparing the wear tracks morphologies in both cases (Table 1-2), i.e. reduction of wear track widths under 

lubricating conditions. For instance, for SSO at 5 N, the wear track width decreased from approximately 460 µm 

to 195 µm, from dry to wet conditions.  

4.2.2 Current evolution  

Prior to the tribological contact and during tribocorrosion tests, negative currents (I) were measured at 

cathodic potential, indicating the absence of corrosion and that the main electrochemical activity occurring was 

the oxygen reduction reaction. Since no corrosion was expected at Ecat, the material loss in NaCl electrolyte might 

be essentially related to the mechanical wear action under lubricating regime [37,39]. 

Conversely, at Epass, when the tribological pair came into contact and sliding started, the positive current 

magnitude increased abruptly (two to four orders of magnitude) (Fig. 4). The rupture of the passive film on the 

tested area, enhanced the current flow through the wear track. Once the sliding contact finished, the current values 

rapidly decreased due to the repassivation process. Nonetheless, these values were slightly higher than those 

registered prior to sliding. Two factors might have played a concomitant role here. The first one is related to the 

morphological and mechanical changes of the surfaces as a result of the wear track formation. The second factor 

is the fact that after tribological contact, the passive layers formed by the application of Epass were necessarily 

different than those exhibited by the industrially treated surfaces. The anodic (positive) currents computed 

throughout the anodic potentiostatic test were attributed to both the oxidation of the metal substrates and the 

oxidation of third body particles entrapped within the contact [52]. Average current values registered during wear 
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are reported in Table 2 (currents measured before and after sliding were considered as negligible for further 

calculations).  

The abrupt increase of the current during sliding was observed immediately for SSO and SSEP upon 

contact, at both testing loads (Fig. 4). In these cases, a steady state with spiky behavior was quickly achieved, 

indicating the rapid disruption of the passive layers and the removal of the asperities in the contact zones. 

Nevertheless, the SSM sample exhibited a different behavior, with currents progressively increasing as a function 

of the cyclic sliding process, for both applied loads but particularly for 1 N. Here, the morphology of the peaks 

indicated the presence of a slight wear, demonstrating that the low I registered was representative of the limited 

area of tribological contact. In other words, passive layer breakdown and wear occurred locally and in progressive 

fashion, from the peaks of asperities down to their valleys. It is worth remembering that the higher hardness of the 

SSM probably favored the smaller contact area in this case. Regarding the 5 N load, wear was obviously 

intensified, leading to a more rapid increase of the contact area and, consequently of the current (Table 2). Thus, 

the current raised few minutes after the contact (about 200 cycles) and reached the steady-like state, most likely 

reflecting the progressive increase of the active area due to a gradual removal of the micro-undulation topography.  

Table 2. Summary of the tribocorrosion paratemers obtained from testing at Epass = +200 mV and Ecat = -400 mV (vs. 
g/AgCl/KCLsat) for the treated 316L surfaces at 1 N and 5 N. 

  
Load 

(N) 
I (μA) 

VT 10
-3

 

(mm
3
) 

Vchem 10
-3

 

(mm
3
) 

Vmech 10
-3

 

(mm
3
) 

Vt =Vmech 10
-3

 

(mm
3
) 

Wear track width (µm) COF 
Hardness in wear 

track (GPa) 

+200 mV +200 mV  +200 mV  -400 mV +200 mV -400 mV +200 mV -400 mV +200 mV -400 mV 

SSO 
1  28 ± 4 0.8 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 0.1 0.2 ± 0.1 184 ± 25 119 ± 10 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 --- --- 

5 67 ± 12 2.2 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.3 0.6 0.9 ± 0.2 253 ± 15 194 ± 12 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 5.1 ± 0.6 3.4 ± 0.2 

SSEP 
1  35 ± 4 0.6 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 -0.3 0.3 ± 0.1  150 ± 13 127 ± 23 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 --- --- 

5 106 ± 13 2.4 ± 0.3 2.5 ± 0.3 -0.01 0.7 ± 0.2 260 ± 10 192 ± 48 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 4.7 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.2 

SSM 
1  12 ± 8 --- 0.3 ± 0.2 --- --- 187 ± 58 195 ± 8 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 --- --- 

5 77 ± 7 1.8 ± 0.8 1.7 ± 0.3 0.1 --- 231 ± 18 230 ± 25 0.4 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1 5.6 ± 0.2 5.2 ± 0.3 
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Fig. 4 Current evolution during tribocorrosion tests performed on industrial 316L samples under potentiostatic anodic 
polarization (Epass= +200 mV) at: a) 1 N and b) 5 N load. The sliding time about 800 sec corresponds to 800 sliding cycles. 
(color online)  

4.2.3 Degradation mechanisms during tribocorrosion testing  

SEM observations were carried out to identify the wear mechanisms produced during tribocorrosion tests 

(Fig. 5-7). Moreover, optical profilometry characterization was performed on the wear tracks and alumina 

counterparts (Figs. 6-8). These characterizations revealed that the morphology of the wear tracks, the severity of 

the damage and the mechanisms were strongly modified by the applied potential (-400 mV or +200 mV vs. 

Ag/AgCl/KClsat).  
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Fig. 5 SEM/EDS analysis of wear tracks obtained after tribocorrosion tests under potentiostatic cathodic polarization at 5 N 
load: a) SSO, b) SSEP and c) SSM. (color online) 

Under cathodic potential at 5 N and regardless the sample, wear tracks showed traces of smoothening. 

Here, the asperities were probably plastically deformed and removed by shearing during sliding contact, 

producing debris that were deposited/compacted mainly in the edges of the wear tracks (Fig. 5). These compacted 

regions subsequently suffered cracking due to the fatigue process, possibly creating new wear particles that were 

either ejected from the contact or remained entrapped in it. Moreover, some scratches characteristic of abrasive 

wear observed on the SSEP and SSM surfaces, were barely detected for the SSO sample. This probably happened 
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because of the higher Cr content in the near-surface zones (at least 10 nm down from the top-surfaces) of SSEP 

and SSM [34], which potentially contributed to the production of harder debris particles. In other words, the likely 

superior amount of chromium oxides (hard phases) was responsible for generating more abrasion on SSEP/SSM 

than on SSO.  

Regarding the 1 N load, a similar response to the one obtained at 5 N was observed for SSEP and SSO 

samples. Alternatively, for the resulting SSM surfaces at 1 N, the most evident features were: scratches from 

abrasive wear within the entire discontinuous worn zone and wear debris deposits that remained on the wear track. 

Again, due to the surface micro-undulation topography, more debris might have remained entrapped in the contact 

zone leading to further abrasive wear.   

Under cathodic conditions considerable amount of wear debris were deposited and compacted on the 

alumina counterparts (Fig. 6) specially for the specimens SSEP and SSM at 1 N and in a higher amount at 5 N, 

favoring the contact 316L-316L and corroborating, therefore, the evolution of the friction coefficient with the 

sliding distance reported above (Fig. 3).   

EDS analysis performed on the worn surfaces (Fig. 5) tested under cathodic control, revealed the 

accumulation of oxides in the wear track edges as well as in the islands-like regions. These oxides were rich in Cr, 

indicating compaction of wear debris arising from the top surfaces in these regions. Moreover, SEM observations 

in backscattered mode (not presented here) exhibited that wear debris were washed away a few hundred 

micrometers from the wear track.  

Regardless the sample, surface analysis (Fig. 5) also highlighted that pure mechanical wear damage at 

cathodic potential was less aggressive than wear produced in dry conditions (Fig. 2). This fact confirmed the 

lubrication action and the possible cooling effect of the electrolyte (probably reducing flash temperatures during 

contact), which reduced the adhesive wear and modified the wear mechanisms. Under wet conditions, the 

generated debris could be more easily ejected from the contact zone than in dry sliding, reducing the mechanical 

damage.  
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Fig. 6 3D optical profilometry showing the topography corresponding to the alumina ball surfaces at 800 cycles (10 m) 
sliding distance after tribocorrosion tests under cathodic control. The corresponding samples and testing loads are indicated 
in the figures. (color online) 

Concerning the tribocorrosion tests carried out at Epass (+200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl/KClsat), the prevailing 

mechanism was abrasive wear accompanied by plastic deformation (Fig. 7), despite of the sample under study. 

The worn surfaces were characterized by grooves that are typical abrasion features (signaled in Fig. 7(b, e, h)). 

During the tribocorrosion process, oxide and metallic debris were produced promoting abrasive wear, i.e. harder 

oxides debris yielded more abrasion, particularly in the cases of SSEP and SSM, which presented higher Cr 

contents at the industrially finished surfaces. Indeed, wear tracks performed on SSEP and SSM at 1 N presented 

grooves in the entire worn areas, hence exhibiting more abrasion than the SSO surface, for which wear scratches 

were observed only at the edges of wear tracks. By increasing the normal load to 5 N (Fig. 7), a similar overall 

response was obtained, but with more debris particles generation, which further induced more abrasion within the 

whole wear tracks in the three surfaces. The hard alumina ball counterpart clearly promoted plastic deformation 
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and abrasive wear mechanisms since no significant adhesion of stainless steel was observed on their surfaces after 

the tests, as shown in the 3D optical profilometry images presented in Fig. 8. The differences with respect to the 

morphology of the counterparts at cathodic potential put in evidence the contrast between the mechanisms at both 

potentials.  

 

Fig. 7 SEM in secondary electron mode of wear tracks morphology obtained under Epass at 5 N: a-b) SSO, d-e) SSEP, g-h) 
SSM; c), f) and i) 3D surface representation by optical profilometry of SSO, SSEP and SSM, respectively. (color online) 

With respect to Epass testing, dynamic repassivation processes considerably changed the nature of the 

contact in comparison to results obtained at Ecat. In fact, by applying +200 mV, oxide layers continuously 

produced on the active surfaces were subsequently damaged by abrasion, leading to the generation of hard 

particles in the contact and modifying the extent of mechanical wear. Once oxide particles were worn out, their 

dissolution rate in NaCl medium was certainly lower than the dissolution rate of metallic particles eventually 

formed during sliding. In any case, reactive metallic debris would also undergo oxidation and further contribute to 

the generation of hard oxide particles, producing more abrasive wear.  
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The typical repassivation time for stainless steel is approximately 200 ms [37,53], while the contact 

interval time in the present experimental conditions was 1000 ms. Therefore, since the contact interval time was 

greater than the repassivation time, the worn surface areas instantaneously out of the contact would tend to 

repassivate during sliding wear process. One could assume that the tribological contact for tests performed at Epass 

took place invariably in the presence of newly formed passivated layers. The dynamic nature of this process helps 

to understand the spiky behavior of the corresponding current curve observed in the tribocorrosion tests at Epass 

(Fig. 4).  

 

 
Fig. 8 3D optical profilometry showing the topography corresponding to the alumina ball surfaces at 800 cycles (10 m) 
sliding distance after tribocorrosion tests under anodic control. The corresponding samples and testing loads are indicated in 
the figures. (color online) 

Complementary microscopic observations revealed the presence of small pit-like features of small 

diameter (less than 1 µm) in all wear tracks (Fig. 7(b, e, h)). These pits could also have contributed to the 
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observed current spikes [37,54]. Although pitting was not supposed to occur at Epass (lower potential than pitting 

potential) [34], specific tribocorrosion conditions might have triggered the development of localized corrosion. 

For instance, Sun and Bailey [55] explained that pitting initiation is due to the mechanical action during sliding 

under specific testing parameters of contact frequency, sliding time and load, which can produce passive film 

destruction, microcracks, voids and surface roughness increase; consequently facilitating pitting formation. In 

addition, the increase of these parameters produces a growth in the pits size and number up to certain critical 

values where the wear action surpasses the conditions for pitting development. Furthermore, besides of the 

described mechanical effect, the diffusion of oxygen towards the areas under tribological contact is often 

complicated [56]. In this case, local oxygen-depletion conditions might have lowered the pitting corrosion 

potential of the stainless steel, allowing the formation of pits at a potential that was initially promoting passivity 

[57–59]. In other words, the local breakdown of the passive film induced by Cl- would occur at lower potentials 

under lower associated oxygen concentration conditions. However, the validation of this hypothesis will require 

further investigation.   

The small pits size might be explained by the continuous competition between pit growth and wear. Pits 

formed on the wear tracks could be crashed between two subsequent contacts, most likely limiting their final size 

[55]. In contrast to classical corrosion tests, limited aggressiveness (acidity) of the solution inside the pits was 

expected due to the dynamic nature of the tribocorrosion process, favoring the repassivation of initiated pits 

during the non-contact period. Moreover, repassivation processes after sliding explain the current reaching similar 

values to the ones registered at the beginning of the tests (Fig. 4), indicating the metastable character of the pits as 

well. This phenomenon was previously explained by Sun and Rana [37].  

In any case, the formation of small pits should not modify the general kinetics of the repassivation 

process, since they are related to very localized phenomena of passive film breakdown. Furthermore, the 

contribution of pitting to the measured currents should be appreciably lower than that related to the transient 

exposition of fresh metallic substrates promoted by the contact. 

5 Discussion  
 

5.1 Tribocorrosion behavior as a function of applied potential  

The aforementioned results clearly indicated that the applied potential altered the tribocorrosion behavior 

of 316L stainless steel, regardless the surface treatment. Illustrative examples of the wear track profiles highlight 

the significant difference between the damage produced at both studied potentials (Fig. 9). The volume loss 

calculated from profilometry measurements at cathodic potential represented between 54 to 74% less of the total 

volume loss at passive potential, for SSO and SSEP, respectively. Similarly, SSM showed smaller worn volumes 
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at Ecat, albeit the surface undulations in this case produced discontinuities in the wear tracks that hindered the 

volume calculation.  

 

Fig. 9 Wear track profiles obtained by optical profilometry from SSEP surfaces after tribocorrosion testing at 5 N under 
potentiostatic control (Ecat or Epass). (color online) 

The applied potential also presented a significant impact on the COF evolution determined for SSO and 

SSEP (Fig. 3). COF change upon applied potential was more significant at 1 N (about 40% increase from Epass to 

Ecat) than at 5 N (~15% increase from Epass to Ecat). In general, a higher value of the friction coefficient indicates 

greater wear and strain. However, as mentioned above, wear was less severe at Ecat than at Epass as already 

reported by other authors [5,38,39]. Alternatively, the degree of wear might be related to the mechanisms of 

dissipation of the frictional energy and not uniquely related to the intensity of the friction force [39].  

Concerning the SSM surface, differences between the COF at Ecat or at Epass were barely observed at 1 N 

and were almost negligible at 5 N (less than 10% of variation). This different behavior was related to the 

particular SSM topography, which favored the lubrication conditions. The penetration of the electrolyte on the 

bottom (valleys) of regularly spaced micro-undulations probably led to mixed lubrication regime within the 

contact area, instead of a boundary lubrication one. This morphological effect was less relevant at Epass: in this 

case the electro-mechanical changes induced by anodic polarization (surface oxidation) were apparently 

preponderant, which explained the similar COF values obtained for all the samples at +200 mV. In addition, 

possible effects related to the particular properties of the SSM surface (higher hardness and twinned 

microstructure [34]) could not be discarded of having played a role during tribocorrosion tests [16,32]. 

The dissimilar response at both potentials could be associated to the modification of the alloy resistance 

against mechanical wear and the facilitation of wear-accelerated corrosion according to the applied potential, such 

as reported by Favero et al. [39]. Similarly, Bidiville et al. [38] mentioned that the applied potential influenced 

the surface plastic behavior of 316L steel against alumina ball during sliding. They found that the near surface 

exhibits a more strained structure with smaller grains and strain induced martensite at the passive potential. Here, 
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the difference in the deformation response is probably related to the passive film that could act as a dislocation 

source in the underlying metal and also as a barrier against dislocation annihilation at the surface [60]. At passive 

potential, the strain accumulated at the surface likely generates three-dimensional defects such as micro-voids and 

α-martensite, facilitating the nucleation of cracks and produce the detachment of particles and more wear [38]. 

This could explain the increase of the total wear of the studied 316L samples at anodic potential. Conversely, at 

cathodic potential, since the passive layer could not repassivate, dislocations might be annihilated, reducing their 

accumulation in the metal [38], and, therefore, creating less defects and making the surface more resistant to wear. 

It is important to mention that the surface hardness, after polarization at both potentials increased (Table 

2) with respect to the hardness of fresh substrates [34]. This was true for all surface treatments and work 

hardening was the most likely cause. Additionally, hardness values were greater at samples subjected to anodic 

(passive) potential in comparison to those subjected to cathodic potential. As established by previous 

investigations [38,39], microstructural changes and work hardening are more severe at anodic potentials; as a 

result of complex mechanisms, as described above. The decrease of hardness between anodic values and cathodic 

ones was about 20-30% for samples SSO and SSEP, and about 8% for SSM.   

 

5.2 Material damage during tribocorrosion  

During tribocorrosion tests under anodic polarization, the chemical wear component represented the main 

contribution for the three surfaces (Fig. 10). Thus, the material loss ascribed to corrosion accelerated by wear 

action was more significant than the mechanical wear component (Eq. 1), which represented only a small 

contribution of the total material loss. Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning that both components were related to 

important uncertainties that could have led to small miscalculations, such as: overestimation of Vch (e.g. oxidation 

valence, contributions of the small pits or debris oxidation to the measured current); and underestimation of Vt 

(e.g. post-mortem characterization of wear tracks; wear debris adhered to the contact zones).  

Considering the SSM sample, the total wear volume (Vt) was only estimated under Epass (at 5 N). The 

limited wear observed under Ecat (or under Epass at 1 N) combined with its topography rendered the measurement 

of wear track profiles too uncertain. However, it could be easily inferred that the total wear volume was smaller 

than the values obtained for SSO and SSEP. 

The total loss volume logically increased with the applied load (1 and 5 N) during the tribocorrosion tests, 

as a consequence of the contact area and chemical wear growth at Epass. Landolt et al. [3] described a proportional 

relationship between the repassivation current and the applied force, implicating that higher loads would produce 

more chemical wear. This proportional relation is also valid for the mechanical wear component that generally 

follows the Archard’s law (when neglecting third body effects).  
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Fig. 10 Volume loss after tribocorrosion tests performed under potentiostat polarization (Ecat and Epass) at two normal loads (1 
N and 5 N). (color online) 

As expected, a different tribocorrosion behavior was obtained for the three surfaces under study, 

particularly at Epass. The SSEP surface presented a detrimental tribocorrosion response in comparison with the 

SSO and SSM ones, indicating the important role of topography and chemical composition of the contacting 

surfaces as reported also by Landolt et al. [61].  

The highest chemical wear obtained for SSEP under both loads was probably associated to different 

factors. Firstly, the initial chemical composition and mechanical properties of the passive layer [34]. Second, the 

structure of the passive layer, which was certainly different after electropolishing, since the film growth is very 

sensitive to the formation conditions (temperature, pH, media, etc.) [62]. During electropolishing, anodic 

dissolution takes place and leads to faceting [63] and the passive film grows following the grain orientation, 

giving the microstructure reported for SSEP [34]. On the contrary, the oxide film of SSO results from a 

combination of steps according to the 2B surface finish [35]. These previous factors, chemical composition, 

mechanical properties and structure of the passive film alter its mechanical behavior [10], specifically the film 

adhesion. A poorer adhesion of the passive film would imply its easier removal from the contact zone under load. 

For instance, indentation results reported previously [34] indicated that the passive layer of SSEP exhibited 

cracking, which was highlighted by the presence of pop-in on the load-displacement curves. Finally, the extent of 

accumulated deformation during wear was likely more significative in the electropolished surface, favoring the 

corrosion process. As mentioned by Li and Li [64], the increase of dislocation density due to plastic deformation 

and strain intensifies the corrosion rate by providing more active sites for the electrons. 

Conversely to the electropolishing treatment, the micro-undulation process (SSM) ameliorated the 

tribocorrosion response. The micro-undulated topography definitely affected the depassivation/repassivation 

processes and mechanical wear rates. This behavior was consistent with the known model proposed by Mischler 

et al. [4] (Eq. 3), which describes the anodic current Ip in the wear track as follows: 

	� = ���� ���
�.�
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where k includes a proportionality factor related to the probability of depassivation and the number of contact 

asperities, v is the sliding velocity, Qp is the anodic charge needed for repassivation, F is the normal load and H is 

the material hardness.  

Indeed, the specific topography of SSM reduced the aggressiveness of the contact: the limited real contact 

area imposed by micro-asperities regularly distributed decreased the k factor. As a consequence, due to the 

enhanced surface lubrication and a possible mixed lubrication regime [6], the effective applied load on SSM was 

also minor (in comparison to SSO and SSEP). Besides, high surface hardness, such as determined for SSM due to 

extensive plastic deformation induced by micro-undulation, is reported to improve the general tribocorrosion 

behavior [32]. This better tribocorrosion behavior might also be related to the twining associated to the micro-

undulated surface, reported so as to improve the corrosion response [17,65]. In general, the described 

characteristics helped to improve the tribocorrosion response of 316L stainless steel treated by micro-undulation. 

It is worth mentioning that with increasing loads and/or with continuous sliding overtime, the benefits of the 

micro-undulation treatment progressively vanish as a result of severe surface modifications. 

6 Conclusions   
 

• The dry wear sliding behavior of the 316 stainless steel plates under study was dominated by adhesive 

wear and it was not significantly modified by the industrial finishing treatments.  

• The tribocorrosion response of the treated surfaces was modified by the applied potential producing a 

more aggressive response under anodic polarization (+200 mV vs. Ag/AgCl/KClsat), regardless the 

surface treatment. The tribocorrosion response was demonstrated to be dominated by the chemical wear 

component.  

• Hardness increase in the wear tracks produced by tribocorrosion was related to microstructural 

modifications and work hardening. This effect was more predominant at passive potential, as 

demonstrated by nanoindentation analysis. The formation of passive layers was responsible for this 

behavior, as a result of the dynamic process of depassivation/repassivation, in which complex 

mechanisms interfere. 

• The industrial electropolishing treatment (SSEP) produced a detrimental effect on the tribocorrosion 

behavior in NaCl media at anodic potential in comparison with the SSO treatment. This response was 

related to diverse possible causes: debris resulting from a surface richer in Cr (more abrasion), the 

mechanical behavior of the initial passive layer (adhesion) and the higher extent of accumulated 

deformation (more active zone for corrosion).  

• The micro-undulation process (SSM) enhanced the tribocorrosion response. The improvement was 

principally accounted to the surface topography (improved lubrication) and to the superior surface 

hardness (reduction of mechanical wear). 
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• Surface finish processes impact the tribocorrosion behavior of 316L   

• Electropolishing deteriorates the tribocorrosion properties of 316L  

• Mechano-chemical process improves tribocorrosion properties of 316L 

• Tribocorrosion behavior of 316L is modified by the applied potential  

• Work hardening occurs during tribocorrosion of 316L  
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